
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
D-25: VCCV Words

Spelling Words Review

dentist

hunger

corner

shelter

college

silver

capture

survive

reptile

pencil

insect

subject

welcome

sandal

secret

perfume

confess

extend

dislike

absent

principal

spaghetti

telephone

Challenge

fantastic

indulgent

 

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.   

1.   In the word secret, is the long-e vowel sound in the first syllable            _________________________
      or the second syllable?

2.   Which consonant sound, /k/ or /s/, do you hear in the word pencil?   _________________________

3.   Name the spelling word that would be first in alphabetical order.       _________________________

4.   Name the spelling word that would be last in alphabetical order.       _________________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a fragrant cosmetic worn by women                                         _________________________

6.  an institution of higher education                                                         _________________________

7.  a place that provides protection from the outside environment     _________________________

8. a category of information, such as math or science                         _________________________
                 

     
Unscramble the spelling words.      

9.     dasaln      _________________________   hint: a type of footwear 

10.   putacer   _________________________   hint: to take hold of something 

11.   ti r lepe       _________________________   hint: a cold-blooded animal with scales

12.  xnetde       _________________________   hint: to make something longer
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Name: _________________________________                    List D-25: VCCV Words

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

hunger      dentist confess dislike

corner      survive silver      insect

13.  A grasshopper is a type of  ________________________.            

14.      Our flowers did not  ________________________  the first frost.   

15.  Bailey has a toothache, so she has to go to the  ________________________. 

16.  There is a bakery at the  ________________________  of Main Street and Fifth Avenue.   

17. Abe's grandfather has  ________________________  hair.        

18. How can you  ________________________  such beautiful music?  

19. It did not take very long for the robber to  ________________________  his crime to the judge.  

20. I ate a banana and some yogurt to satisfy my  ________________________. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word does not begin with a consonant blend?      ___________________________
                  

22. Name the review word that does not end in a vowel.          ___________________________

23. Which review word has a silent consonant in the middle       ___________________________
of the word?          

                     
24. Which challenge word comes first in alphabetical order?            ___________________________

                  
           
25. Which challenge word comes second in alphabetical order?     ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List D-25: VCCV Words

Spelling Words Review

dentist

hunger

corner

shelter

college

silver

capture

survive

reptile

pencil

insect

subject

welcome

sandal

secret

perfume

confess

extend

dislike

absent

principal

spaghetti

telephone

Challenge

fantastic

indulgent

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.   

1.   In the word secret, is the long-e vowel sound in the first syllable            first syllable
      or the second syllable?

2.   Which consonant sound, /k/ or /s/, do you hear in the word pencil?   /s/ sound               

3.   Name the spelling word that would be first in alphabetical order.       absent

4.   Name the spelling word that would be last in alphabetical order.        welcome

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a fragrant cosmetic worn by women                                         perfume

6.  an institution of higher education                                     college

7.  a place that provides protection from the outside environment     shelter

8. a category of information, such as math or science                         subject
                  

Unscramble the spelling words.      

9.     dasaln    sandal          hint: a type of footwear 

 10.   putacer     capture       hint: to take hold of something 

11.   tirlepe      reptile          hint: a cold-blooded animal with scales

12.  xnetde     extend          hint: to make something longer
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Name: _________________________________                    List D-25: VCCV Words

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

hunger      dentist confess dislike

corner      survive silver      insect

13.  A grasshopper is a type of insect.            

14.      Our flowers did not survive the first frost.   

15.  Bailey has a toothache, so she has to go to the dentist. 

16.  There is a bakery at the corner of Main Street and Fifth Avenue.   

17. Abe's grandfather has silver hair.        

18. How can you dislike such beautiful music?  

19. It did not take very long for the robber to confess his crime to the judge. 

20. I ate a banana and some yogurt to satisfy my hunger. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word does not begin with a consonant blend?      telephone
                  

22. Name the review word that does not end in a vowel.          principal

23. Which review word has a silent consonant in the middle of the word? spaghetti

                     
24. Which challenge word comes first in alphabetical order?            fantastic

                  
           
25. Which challenge word comes second in alphabetical order?     indulgent
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